Aveva Wool Trivets
Scandinavian Flags

Norwegian
131499

Swedish
131588

Danish
131589

About Aveva…
We do what we love as long as we love it. That's how it started in
2011 and that's what keeps us going. We love colors, materials,
functions, harmony and aesthetics. But most important, we love
the human ability to create beautiful objects. We challenge
traditional and natural materials, love color, long living object,
craftsmanship and quality.

Finnish
131590

Materials: 100% wool, azo-free colors, certified wool,
fsc-certified paper, recycled paper and organic cotton.
100% natural, renewable and biodegradable.
Size: 8.5” x 7”

Production
We believe that design creates a happier world. Throughout the
whole design process our goal is to work as much local as possible,
produce less and smart packaging, simply to reduce negative
impact on our planet, but also to support craftsmanship in Sweden
and around the world. Handmade products are an important part
in our production. Therefore we carefully choose manufacturers
and partners that share our values to ensure that they care as
much as we do. In other words, to produce with environmental and
social responsibility. We strive for honest relationships, joy for
your eyes and products for the heart.
Here is a snapshot from our production in Kathmandu, 100% felted
wool drying in the sun, using azo free colors from Switzerland and
ecological wool from New Zealand. All put together by a social
responsible factory supporting women at work.
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SMILEY TRIVETS
Smile and the world smiles with you!

Limited edition Smiley trivets for more
fun and happiness at home.
100% Wool
Size: 6.7” x .8”

Mint
132135

Raspberry
132134

Apple
132130

Blueberry
132133

Peach
132132

Lemon
132131
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